
Comes with: 1 - 4 3/4” Super, 7 - Section Holders, 8 - Separators, 2 - 
Section Holder Rests, 4 - Super Springs, 28 - Split Sections, 1 - Split 
Section Device and 1 - 1 lb. box 4 1/8” Foundation (about 19 sheets). 

Section Holder Rest 

Fasten to the bottom of the super so that the 
Section Holders can rest on them.  

Section Holders 

Holds 4 Split Sections per Section Holder 

Split Sections 

Before folding the Basswood Split Sections soak them in warm water for a 
few minutes. This prevents them from breaking when they are folded. When 
ready bend the Split Sections and fasten the box joint ends together.  

Split Section Device 

The Split Section Device is used to help you insert the foundation into 4 of 
the Split Sections at the same time. Each Split Section is open on 3 sides 
and solid on the other. Place the Split Section Device on the table and then 
carefully spread the Split Sections and place them on the Split Section De-
vice with the solid side up. Flip the whole thing over, you can then side in a 
sheet of foundation all the way to the bottom of the Split Sections and then 
carefully remove the Split Section Device or use it to help you insert the 
Split Sections into the Section Holders in your super. 

Separators 

Placed between each and on the outer edges of the Section Holders. 

Super Springs  Used to keep everything tight against each other.  

Split Sections in place with Foundation installed. 

Place your assembled Section Comb Honey Super on your hive during a good honey flow and 
watch it carefully. Once the bees have filled and capped the comb you can remove the super 
and carefully separate each section comb. The bees may not fill all of the Split Sections but 
once the honey flow is over it is best to remove the super from the hive to prevent the comb 
from becoming discolored from travel stain.  Window Display Cartons to sell your comb 
honey are sold separately on our website: www.draperbee.com. 


